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Business strategy at a glance
Your business strategy is how you make sure you understand your business and your market, and respond with a
plan for success. How will you make the most of your strengths? How will you stand out from competitors? How
will you change your business to become more successful?

Our quick self-assessment tool will help you reflect on your understanding of business strategy and point you to
the right content to continue building your skills.

Check out the topics and the interactive tools available in this section. Use the links or the navigation pane to
browse through the pages and tools.

Self-assessment: Strategy
A good business strategy can take you from just about surviving to thriving. Find out what you’re already doing
well and where you could improve your approach to business strategy.

At the end of this assessment you’ll get:

a better idea of your strengths and weaknesses
practical tips and tools
links to expert advice.

5-10 minutes

Self-assessment: Strategy

Get started

The role of strategy

Did you know...

Competitive strategy is about being different. It means deliberately choosing a different set of activities to deliver a
unique mix of value. — Michael Porter, strategy expert

Next

I am working on my business strategy when:

 I tweak my day-to-day operations  I do my yearly resource planning  I work on my vision and mission
 I use my vision and mission to set objectives  I use my vision, mission, and objectives to create action
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plans

Submit

The role of strategy

Did you know...

If you want certainty and clarity, wait for others to take a position and see how they do. Then you’ll know what
works, but it will be too late to profit from the knowledge. — Richard Rumelt, strategy consultant

Next

A strategy is important because:

 I’m not sure  It gives my business some structure  It helps to prioritise which activities to focus on  It
sets me apart from my competitors  It helps my business build on its advantage and achieve lasting
success

Submit

Understanding your market

Did you know...

Business is not about winning or losing, according to Harvard Business Review. Businesses can succeed without
needing others to fail, so they should think about both cooperative and competitive opportunities.

Next

I can understand the competition in my market by:

 Measuring how profitable my business is  Checking out other businesses in my market  Figuring out
who my rivals are  Identifying my rivals and their power in the market  Analysing my rivals’ power and
identifying friends

Submit

Understanding your market

Did you know...

Many businesses concentrate so hard on their direct competitors that they don’t realize they’re also competing with
their customers and their suppliers, according to Michael Porter, strategy expert. They also don’t watch for new
businesses entering the market and don’t recognize the threat of substitute products.

Next

I keep a close eye on changes to competition.
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 No — I’d have to scramble to keep up  Somewhat — I find out what others are doing from time to time
 Maybe — I regularly check for changes in the market  Yes — I analyse the rivalry in the market every

year  Absolutely — I regularly analyse rivalry and adjust my position in the market to suit

Submit

Understanding your success factors

Did you know...

Your value chain needs to highlight the activities or processes that the firm does differently from competitors,
including what it doesn’t do that competitors might, according to Pankaj Ghemawat and Jan W. Rivkin .

Next

To identify the most important factors for my success, I:

 Look at what’s worked recently  Look at all my activities  Look at what my customers want  Find
ways to add new value based on what customers want  Find ways to add new value based on what
customers want and what works for the business

Submit

Understanding your success factors

Did you know...

You can either do what everyone else is doing (but spend less money doing it), or do something no one else can
do. — Harvard Business Review

Next

To compete in the market as a small business it’s better to:

 Cut costs  Cut costs without losing value  Add more value  Add more value without increasing cost
 Analyse the business to identify all the ways to increase profits

Submit

Standing out from competition

Did you know...

A company can outperform rivals only if it can establish a difference that it can preserve. — Michael Porter ,
strategy expert

Next

To create my own space in my market, I need to:
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 Find out what my competitors are doing  Find out what my customers need  Find out what my
customers value the most  Find out how I can meet new demand in the market  Find out how I can meet
and create new demand

Submit

Standing out from competition

Did you know...

Strategic positioning means performing different activities from rivals or performing similar activities in different
ways. — Michael Porter, strategy expert

Next

To stand out from the competition I need to:

 Do what I already do, but better  Respond to what my competitors do  Consider doing something new
 Deliver my core value in new ways  Deliver new or unique value in new ways

Submit

Putting strategy into action

Did you know...

A strategy’s success hinges on three things, according to Harvard Business Review. Value that attracts buyers.
Ability to make profit from that value. And motivated people who will put the strategy into place.

Next

The best way to make strategy work is to:

 Keep it a secret  Write down a formal record  Write it down and let everyone in the business know 
Explain business objectives to the team and plan how we’ll achieve them together  Explain objectives, put
them into action, and measure the results

Submit

Putting strategy into action

Did you know...

What gets measured gets improved. — Peter Drucker, management consultant, educator, and author

Next

I measure strategic progress by:
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 Looking at how much work I’ve done  Keeping an eye on the business’s bottom line  Watching the
effect on profit after I change something  Having targets and detailed sub-targets to support the overall
strategy  Checking strategic targets regularly to track progress

Submit

Tell us about your business
Just one last step before your self-assessment results. So we can shape future tools and services around your
needs, please tell us about your business size, location, age and industry.

Where is your business based? Please select...

Which of these best describes your industry? Please select...

How many employees do you have? Please select...

How old is your business? Please select...

Show my results

Business strategy resources
Content and tools to help you plan and implement strategy

An introduction to business strategy

The right strategy gives you clear goals for business success, and connects your people and tasks to those goals.

Learn more
(/business-performance/business-strategy/introduction-to-strategy/)

Looking outwards at your market

See where you fit in the market. Follow four steps to find your ideal position among your competitors.

Learn more
(/business-performance/business-strategy/looking-outwards-at-your-market/)

Looking inwards at your business

Identify where the value is in your business, where the costs are, and which business activities are most critical.

Learn more
(/business-performance/business-strategy/looking-inwards-at-your-business/)

Creating your own space in the market

Competing directly against big businesses is challenging. Follow four steps to create your own space.

Learn more
(/business-performance/business-strategy/creating-your-own-space/)

Turning strategy into action
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Document your strategy, break it down into smaller goals tasks, do those tasks, and monitor your progress.

Learn more
(/business-performance/business-strategy/turning-strategy-into-action/)

Reflect on a product, service or mix you provide. Identify the elements that provide value to your customers. Think
about whether your product has any service elements, or whether your service has any product elements. You
might identify new opportunities for your business.

Get started
(/business-performance/operations-strategy/operational-efficiency-and-innovation/#e-14816)

Compare your business, product or service against competitors to see how you stand out. Reflect on where you sit
in the marketplace in terms of price, performance and customisation. Depending on your position, we’ll help you
identify some common opportunities and risks.

Get started
(/business-performance/operations-strategy/operational-efficiency-and-innovation/#e-14940)

Reflect on whether you’re making the most of the resources in your business. Think about whether each resource
is valuable, rare, hard to imitate, and fully used. Based on your answers, we’ll give you some tips to make the most
of each resource.

Get started
(/business-performance/operations-strategy/supply-and-distribution/#e-14795)

Gather your insights as you learn about strategy . This worksheet will help you choose the right strategy for your
business.

Download worksheet [PDF, 156 KB]
(/assets/Uploads/Documents/strategy-planning-worksheet.pdf)

Your strategy statement is the first step in turning your strategy into action. It describes the objective, scope and
advantage of your strategy .

Download template [PDF, 63 KB]
(/assets/Uploads/Documents/develop-your-strategy-statement.pdf)

Split your strategy into four categories and develop tasks and targets for each. This helps you implement and
measure your strategy.

Download template [PDF, 73 KB]
(/assets/Uploads/Documents/develop-your-strategy-scorecard.pdf)

Subscribe to our newsletter

Sign up to the business.govt.nz monthly newsletter to stay up to date with law changes and other news for
business from across government.

Subscribe form

Email required Enter your email address

You must enable JavaScript to submit this form

Sign up now
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Rating form

How helpful did you find this?

Rate this

 1 Star
 2 Star
 3 Star
 4 Star
 5 Star

Additional comments

Submit
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